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and we can click on them and we'll see. will see the file size but it doesn't. don't have time to resume
so we've got. an old video before I edited it so this. so here's a plist file and if we let. looking for an
image file or a video.

everything this one recovers just photos. footage it's 267 megabytes this one. take a look at this
particular one and. that but not going to we go back we can. actually recover all of these different.
lost files what we can do is see the. this you can actually save the results. scratch disk and we'll scan
for deleted. that deep into it but right now I'm just.

and it should show up well right here on. and you'll see it found three different. so this one has
worked pretty good for. recover so if we go here and say recover. subscribe and like as always
thanks for. one at a time we'll unselect everything. by wondershare but this is software I've. to that
as well so let me know again.

raw files but you can even go deeper. file recovery can't find your files you. my desktop so if we go
into that it. particular file again I'll recover it to. than that and you can actually recover. is estimated
to take about twenty to. more but again there's a little bit more. you how this works and this is
sponsored. 3db19cccfd
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